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‘il‘dlaims. ‘(01. 211525) 
This invention relates to blower heads for the“ 

‘separation of sheets of paper, card‘ or such like 
stock from a feed pile so that. each sheet may be 
individually delivered to a ‘printing machine by 
suction ‘pads ‘or like devices‘mounted upon‘ ,a 
swinging frame. . . 

‘ .‘Separation of the sheets is usually achieved by 
a simple compact blower head located in the front 
of the feed pile so that a ‘constant blast of air is 
directed against the front‘ edges of theupper~ 

tures of the‘ invention andthe advantagesiaris 
' “in‘g therefrom will, however, be'more'readily‘ ap 

most‘sheets causing a ?uttering movement which = I? 
is intended to separate the topmost‘ sheet-from 
the other sheets. I ~ ‘ “ 

" It has been found, however, especially when the 
paper or like sheets are of a relatively porous 
nature that such flutteringmovement is" insuffi 
cient for positive and individual sheet separation, 
andoften allowsof the suction pads picking‘up 
‘more than one‘sheet at a time. If ‘that happens, 
two or more superposed sheets are ‘simultanee 
ously delivered to the printing cylinder‘ and‘ while, ‘1* 
‘clinging together are sometimes taken‘ complete 
1y through the printing machine‘ to thedelivery 
pile, but with only the top ‘sheet-being printed. 
This necessitates ‘careful sorting‘ and checking 
‘which increases the cost‘ of production.‘ In some 
cases, the‘sheet or sheets ‘clinging underneath 

‘ the top most sheet cause themachine to foul, or 
‘are taken to the inking‘ rollers thereby entailing 
extra work and lost- time Zfor‘removal. , 
{The present invention aims to provide simple 

‘and efficient ‘means whereby such disabilities ‘and 
‘defects in operation are eliminated. 
. ‘A more speci?c object is to provide improve 
ments in blower heads of‘the general kind indi 
cated by‘ which the ‘air blast is distributed over 
a relatively large area or expanse in such manner 
as to‘more de?nitely and p'ositively‘separate the 
individual sheets near the top of the feed pile, so 
that ‘each sheet may in turn be picked up ‘and 

i the operation of the invention.‘ » ‘ 

‘carried away by the suction pads to the printing ‘ 
machine. Another object is to provide mechani-‘ 

‘ cal devices‘ preferably in the form of a series of 
springy ?ngers so arranged as to contact the 

‘ edges or edge portions of any underlying sheet 
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preciated from the following description aided by 
l reference 7to ‘the accompanying , drawings which 
relate to one practicalembodiment.‘ “ l l 

Referring to the‘ drawings which form part ‘of 
thisspeci?cationr’ ‘ ‘ " ' ‘l ' ‘ 

~ ‘ Figure‘ 1‘ is a perspective view‘showin‘g a‘device 
accordingto the invention, in‘ relativelyvlthick 
lines, operatively applied to‘a conventionalvpaper 
or ‘stock feed section of a‘ printing‘ machine. " 

‘ Figure 2 is a side section elevation illustrating 

Figure 3 is a front elevation.‘ ‘ ‘ 

‘Figure 4 is a plan view. 
7 Figure 5 is a ‘detail showing in side view one. 

of the springy?ngers. ‘ “ ‘ > ‘ “ “ ‘ ‘ 

Figured ‘is a detail showing‘in edge lview‘one 
of the springy ?ngers and a mounting‘member 

thereforlinsec'tion; ‘ ‘ ‘ Y ‘ Referring more particularly to Figure 1;‘1'lindi 
cates the feed‘ pile, ‘the superposed sheets "8 of ‘ 
which are to belied singly Tt‘othe printing‘ sec 
‘tion of a machine by suction pads 9‘ carried-by the 
hinged or pivoted feeder arms ll. ‘Lying in'the 
same horizontal vplane as ‘the upper‘ sheets ‘of‘ithe 
pile and extending‘ close to and parallel with the 
front‘ edges thereof are two'hollo‘w arms l2 ‘which 

, are closed at their outer‘ends and ‘connected-at 
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their inner ends, as by‘a T piece‘ l3‘,=to the upper 
‘end of a pipe Mconnected by way of‘ a‘ valve‘ cas 
ing‘ l5 and‘pipe IT to a sourceo‘f 'air under ‘pres 
surepl“ l ‘l 

The T piece and the hollow arms of the ‘blower 
head are provided at longitudinally spaced} in‘ 
tervals and at that side facing‘the feed pile‘ with 
air ‘outlet or distributing apertures“ l8 (Figures 
‘2‘and 3) ‘which may be inthe form of horizon 
tally ‘elongated slots but are preferably in‘ the 
form‘ of‘l‘relatively ‘small diameter‘ drilledholes. 
Compressed air‘issuing from‘thes‘e ‘apertures‘la 
‘has suliicient velocity to ‘force apart‘the" upper‘ 

‘ ‘most sheet‘ or two‘ in‘ the feed‘l‘pile, not onlyat 
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which may tend to be drawn. upwardly, with the ‘ 
topmost sheet and‘ to return such underlying 
sheet to properposition ‘upon the feed pile ready 
to be removed by the suction pads at the proper 

, time and in proper order. ‘ ‘g . ‘ ‘ ‘ 

The invention-also provides for controlling‘ the 
pressure of the air blast so that it may be readily 

. ‘varied to suit the particular class or kin‘d'of 
stock being ‘dealt with at any particular timelm 
“ The above and various other. objects and rest: 
“a if. 
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the front ‘edge as is‘usual with c0nventional‘blo‘w; 
er heads,‘but ‘right through to ‘the back and side 
edges‘thus effecting a preliminary separation of 
thesheetsn ‘‘ » " ‘I ‘ -‘ 

‘Five of such air‘ outlet ori?ces are seen in‘Fig 
‘ure 3‘ but it will“ be understood that a‘ greater 
or lesser number may be.‘ provided, ‘the primary 
requirement being that they, should'be‘jspaced so 
as to distribute the air blast‘ over 'a substantial 
part of thearea of the stock‘sheet‘s... ' ‘ ‘ '9 ‘ 

“E‘n‘circling, the hollow ‘shins, I?‘ at. ‘ ‘ Y . l . _ v . suitable, n 

tervals areadjustable collars l9 formingigrmountr 



‘thumb screw 28. 

ing member for springy ?ngers 2|, 22 and 23. 
Each springy'flnger may consist of the outer end 
portion of a helically coiled wire spring 24, as 
best seen in Figures 5 and 6, an inner coil of 
which terminates in an offset portion 26 which 
is inserted into a transverse hole in the respec 
tive mounting collar l9. These collars may be 
secured in any appropriate longitudinally and 
ciroumferentially adjusted positions to the hollow 1 
arms I 2 by thumb screws 21. 
The springy ?ngers are shown in two ‘groups, 

located at opposite sides of the T piece, and each 
comprising three ?ngers of different lengths and 
angular inclinations-relative to the stock pile. 
As the sheets from the pile commence to be lifted 
by the suction pads 9, the leading or front edges 
raise the free ends of the ?rst ?ngers 2| which 
have been lightly touching it. As the sheet con 
tinues to rise, the ends of these springs brush 
lightly across its edge in such a way as to inter 
cept or dislodge any sheet that may be adhering 
to .the underside of the topmost sheet. The 
springs 2| then return to their original positions. 
'Rising still further the topmost sheet comes into 
contact with the second ?ngers 22 which are 
longer than the-?rst ?ngers and more steeply in 
clined; The action of the ?ngers 22 is similar to 
that'of ?ngers 2| and will generally dislodge any 
adhering sheets which have passed. the ?ngers 
2 I. ,As a further precaution, we may provide 
a third set of ,?ngers 23 which are longer and 
more steeply inclined than the ?rst and second 
sets. Their‘ function is much the same as the 
?rst and second ?ngers. The three sets of ?ngers 
are almost certain to prevent more than one sheet 
being carried away by the suction pads at any one 
time. In some cases only two sets of ?ngers will 
be found su?‘icient. - ‘ 

As'seen in Figure 2, the normal overhang of l 
the free ends of the ?ngers in relation to the stock 
pile decreases upwardly, while the free end of the 
third ?nger is slightly curved inwardly. This is 
the preferred construction and arrangement as it 
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1. In a blower head installation for separating 

paper or like sheets from a stock pile for indi 
vidual delivery to a printing machine, a member 
extending inthe same horizontal plane as the 
upper sheets of the pile adjacent the front edges 
of said sheets, said member beingv provided at 
longitudinally spaced positions with supports, 
and coiled wire springs retained at their inner 
ends to the respective supports, the outer end 
portions of said springs being bent to ‘constitute 
springy ?ngers having free end portions which 
project rearwardly and upwardly over the front 
edge of the stock pile at longitudinally spaced 1 
intervals to yieldingly contact with the front 
edges of the sheets as they are raised from the 
stock pile and thereby to intercept and dislodge 
any underlying sheet that may tend to rise in 

1 clinging relationship with an overlying sheet and 
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seems to assure most e?icient operation but varia- ‘ ‘ 

tions are possible without loss of e?iciency. 
. The sheets intercepted and separated by the 
?ngers will be maintained in correct registry in 
relation to the stock pile and will thus be ac 
curately delivered by subsequent actions of the 
suction pads to the printing machine. 

‘ The entire blower head can be vertically adjust 
ed by sliding it up or down the pipe I4 and may 
be locked in the most desirable position by the 

.The valve 29 (Figure 2) for controlling the air 
' pressure to the blower head may be of the rotary 
plug type and be carried by a spindle 3| ?tted with 
an operating handwheel 32, the plug having a , 
port 33 which registers with an air passage 34 in 
the valve casing when in the full-on position. By 
turning the handwheel 32 the port in the plug 
may be brought into a position at a right angle to 
the ,air passage 34, thus cutting off the passage of 
the airy to the blower head. Intermediate posi- , 
tions of the valve plug can therefore give a full 
range of air volumes to the blower head from full 
onto zero. ’ ~ 

When the supply of air is out 01f or reduced by 
the ‘valve 29, a spring loaded safety valve 36 is 
forced open allowing excess air to escape through 
the by-pass holes 31 thus relieving the compres 
sion valves of any back pressure. 
Having now described our invention, what we 

claim as new and desire tov secure by Letters . 
Patent is: 
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to return the intercepted sheet towards the stock 
pile in correct pile registry for ultimate ‘re 
moval, said springy ?ngers being of different 
lengths and of different inclinations relative to 
the stock pile, the shorter ?nger or ?ngers being 
inclined less steeply than the longer ?nger or 
?ngers. - , 

2. In a blower head installation, the combina 
tion claimed in claim 1, wherein said ?rst named 
member comprises a hollow head for connection 
to a source of ‘compressed air and hollow arms 
communicating with and outstanding from oppo 
site sides of said head, said arms being provided 
with longitudinally spaced air outlet apertures ' 
facingsaid upper sheets of the stock pile, and 
wherein said supports consist of at least twoseries 
‘of collars adapted for adjustable retention to said 
hollow arms, the springy ?ngers connected to each 
series of collars being of different lengths and of ' 
different inclinations relatively to the stock pile, 
the shorter ?nger or ?ngers being inclined less 
steeply than the longer ?nger. or ?ngers. ' . 

3. A blower head for separating paper .or like 
sheets from a stock pile to permit their individual 
delivery to a printing machine or the like, com 
prising a hollow head, means for delivering air 
under pressure to said head, arms extending from 
opposite sides of the head and positioned in sub 
stantially the same horizontal plane as the upper 
sheets of the pile, said arms being formed with 
apertures to deliver an air blast to the upper ‘part 
of the feed pile to separate the upper sheet there 
of, _ supports adjustably mounted on said arms 
and a coiled wire spring anchored atone end in 
each support, the opposite end of the spring being 
extended ‘beyond the support in the direction of 
the air blast as spring ?ngers to project over the 
front edge of the stock pile to yieldingly contact 
with the front edges of the sheets as they are 
raised from the stock pile for'feeoling, the spring 
?ngers having relatively di?erent lengths and 
relatively different angles to the plane of the top 
sheet of the 
parts. 

4. A blower head‘to separate the upper sheets 
of a pile of sheets to facilitate independent deliv 
ery of the sheets for feeding purposes, comprising 
a hollow body to direct jets of air under pressure 
to the edges of the upper sheets of the pile, spac 
ing. members longitudinally adjustable on the 
hollow body and a spring secured at one endto 
each member and projected beyond the member 
above the plane of the jets and inclined with re 
spect to the plane of the upper sheet of the-pile 
to provide spring ?ngers to overlie the upper-sheet 
of the pile and at an upward inclination to the 
plane of such upper sheet, the relative lengths of 

pile in the normal positions, of the 
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the spring ?ngers and their upward inclination 
relative to the pile sheet‘varying relatively. 

5. A construction as de?ned in claim 4 wherein 
the spring ?ngers are arranged in at least two 
series on the hollow member with the ?ngers of 
each series being of relatively different lengths 
and different angular relations with the plane of 
‘the top sheet of the pile. ‘l l 

6. A construction as de?ned in claim 4 wherein ‘ 
the springs between the anchoring means and the 
spring ?ngers thereof are coiled about ‘the hollow 
member. ‘ 
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7. A construction as de?ned in claim 4'wherein 
the spring ?ngers‘ are arranged in at least two 
series on the hollow‘ member with the ?ngers of 
each series being of relatively‘ different lengths 
and different angular relations with the plane‘ of 
the top sheet of the‘pile, the inclination of each 
spring ?nger of a series relative to the plane of the 
pile sheet increasing relatively as the lengths of 
the ?ngers increase. 

CECIL AMBROSE BERNARD. 
WILLIAM ‘ARTHUR SEYMOUR PATE. 


